M A S T E R S U P E RV I SI ON G ROU P
A L I GN

REVEAL

TRANS F O RM

T H E D E TA I L S

Each cohort comprises of:
Individual welcome session
9 x 2.5hr group sessions via Zoom
Optional 1:1 sessions with any of
our faculty members
Fridays from 2.30-5pm UK Time
Sessions are held over 9 months

The sessions will be clustered
into 3 phases:
ALIG N

REVEA L

TRANSFORM

Here’s what we mean by ART:

A
R
T

We begin with aligning around the
distinctions that describe Team Coaching.
It illuminates the terrain we will be
working and how we want to be together.
We will reveal your relationship to
team coaching, your practice, the coach
you are and any limiting beliefs getting
in your way. Exploding the myths and
misconceptions commonly held about
coaching and team coaching.
You will be supported to transform and
figure out new authentic choices for you,
your practice and how you engage clients.
You will be guided to translate these
changes into highly targeted practical
changes that translate into value for you
and your clients.

An intimate space to illuminate best
practice for Team Coaching globally
Our world continues to change, where change is ubiquitous and the concept of
VUCA (volatile, uncertain, chaotic, ambiguous) is alive and real.
With the challenge of Hybrid and Remote working, economic and political
turbulence, themes like the big resignation, belonging, D, I and E, Organisations
are facing a myriad of complex and wicked problems. Questions about how to
collaborate, innovate and remain relevant persist.
As Team Coaches, we need to work differently with all kinds of teams and deal with
a myriad of challenges and wicked problems. So how do we, as Team Coaches, help
our clients navigate the practical and psychological issues that arise as they manage
these multiple complexities?
How do we take care of our own needs and continue to provide the depth
and quality of coaching so needed in these times?
What can I expect?
A depth of relationship with experienced coaches from around the globe
who care about team coaching and the systems we belong to, including
this one
Exploring who you are in this system and therefore who you are as a Team
Coach, appreciating and acknowledging difference
A safe and restorative space to pause, connect and nurture yourself in the
messiness and complexity of working with teams, and to stretch your own
team coaching practice
A safe place where we will encourage the highest standards for ourselves
and others so we can learn

MAS TER S U PERVIS IO N G RO U P
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WH O I S T H I S F O R ?
The group is for qualified, practising
team coaches looking to join a Master
Supervision Group setting.
We’d like you to be:

The Faculty
We are highly active practitioners in the field of team coaching willing to always be
beginners as we grow and expand our repertoire in the field of team coaching.

Seeking to develop & deepen your
being and learning as a Team Coach
Experienced in working with
Teams and Groups with a thorough
understanding of group dynamics,
the principles of Team Coaching
and have a coaching accreditation
with one of the major governing
bodies; the ICF, ACC or EMCC

TA R A N O L A N

Master Certified Coach,
Master Systemic Team Coach,
Certified Mentor Coach and
Certified Group Supervisor

MICHELE WHITE

Diplomas in Systemic Team
Coaching, Coaching and
Coaching Supervision, Faculty
Global Team Coaching Institute

T R AC Y BERTAN

Professional Certified Coach,
Co-Active Coach, Organisation &
Relationship System Coach, ORSC
and Certified Coaching Supervisor

TRANSFORM

Willing to engage in experiential
inquiry and practice to explore
the impact of groups on yourself
and others

The Story So Far

Willing to engage in pre-work and
reading to extend your knowledge
and skills

We met during the Pandemic , on a course designed to move our respective
businesses online. We forged an incredible bond recognising our respective desire
to support others be with the seismic change we are all experiencing in the world.

Participants who are willing and prepared
to share their challenges, vulnerabilities and
client systems to this space. (We will of
course adhere to sanctity of anonymity and
confidentiality at all times).

YOUR I N VE S TM EN T
The program is a profound journey of self
exploration, peer support, partnership and
collective learning that will enable you to
find simple transferable solutions to your
practice and way of being.
The promise is greater joy, ease, flexibility,
emergence and results for you as a team
coach, where you emerge truly aligned with
the value of team coaching.

£2,750 / €3,000

( VAT EX EMP T)

E XP R E S S YO U R I N T E R ES T

tara@taranolan.ie
michele@peopleanddevelopment.co.uk
tracy@teambrilliance.net
Got a question? Get in touch

Connect with Tara

Connect with Michele

Connect with Tracy

The Pandemic may have subsided to become an endemic but other forces,
Economic, Geo-political and Climate persist. This means the nature of change is
ubiquitous and as uncertain as ever. Teams within Organisations need coaching to
navigate this terrain. We have formed our own team to generate a compelling
online Master Group Supervision Program for Team Coaches. We are calling this
program “The ART of Team Coaching”.
Here is what you can expect over the life of the program;
Session Focus
DATE

ART

SESSION FOCUS

17th June 2022

Align

Safety, Vulnerability & Purpose

15th July 2022

Align

The Story of Self: Who you are in Groups

16th Sep 2022

Align

Mindset Myths and Biases

21st Oct 2022

Reveal

Team Dynamics & The Games Team Play

16th Nov 2022

Reveal

Punctuated Equilibrium

16th Dec 2022

Reveal

Working Creatively with Teams

29th Jan 2023

Transform

Beyond Tools and Techniques

17th Feb 2023

Transform

Keeping The End in Mind

10th Mar 2023

Transform

Taking a Stand, Who are You Now?

